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ABSTRACT We presented exact expressions for the ensemble averaged decay of the excitation of a donor molecule due
to the energy transfer via anisotropic dipolar interactions to acceptors distributed randomly on a surface. The disorder
extended both over the positions of the acceptors and over the orientations of their transition dipoles with respect to that
of the donor molecule. Several cases were considered explicitly (a) random orientations of the acceptors in space, with
the donor being (al) perpendicular to the plane, (a2) in the plane, (a3) randomly oriented in space; (b) random
orientations of both donor and acceptors in the plane; (c) parallel orientations of donor and acceptors (no orientational
disorder). For all these cases we evaluated the analytic, Forster-like expressions, valid for long times and low acceptor
densities, and obtained their domains of validity by comparison with the exact, numerically calculated decay laws.
INTRODUCTION summarized by Blumen (8) this is due to the fact that the
ensemble-averaged decay law can be expressed exactly, in
Fluorescence energy transfer is a valuable technique in closed form. The expression holds for arbitrary concentra-
determining microscopic parameters, such as intermolecu- tions of acceptors and donor-acceptor interactions and for
lar distances and interactions in biological systems. In a all times; implicitly included in this formula is the underly-
recent series of papers in this journal (1-5) much attention ing molecular structure and thus also the distance of
has been paid to energy transfer mechanisms in two- nearest approach. From this exact expression, whole series
dimensional molecular assemblies. The applications of the of approximate formulas (including Forster's) follow (8).
techniques for membranes and phospholipid vesicles range Here we treat the energy transfer from a donor to
from studies on membrane fusion and on antibody-receptor acceptors via anisotropic dipolar interactions. Thus we take
clustering to the determination of lipid-protein interactions into account both the randomness in the positions and also
and of bilayer spacings. On the other hand, theoretical in the orientations of the acceptor molecules and present
treatments of energy transfer problems in three dimensions both exact and approximate decay laws. This will exem-
have a long history, and the modern treatments have been plify the flexibility of our approach. We concentrate on
deeply influenced by the work of F6rster (6). two-dimensional assemblies (for three-dimensional sys-
A basic problem one faces when treating the energy tems, see reference 9) because these are of much biophysi-
transfer to randomly distributed acceptors is the proper cal interest. Also the question of the proper averaging of
ensemble averaging; the problem arises because the experi- the anisotropic part of the dipolar interaction is significant.
mentally measurable decay of the donor excitation stems Evidently, the orientation of the molecular dipoles is of
from many excited donor molecules, each surrounded by importance in depolarization experiments used to deter-
its own configuration of acceptor molecules. In a very mine molecular separations (2); thus, in the use of energy
elegant way, Forster has obtained an approximate ensem- transfer as a "spectroscopic ruler" (for a review see Stryer,
ble-averaged formula through a limiting process; his final reference 10), one has to take orientational factors into
expression has the virtue of being very simple, but it holds account. As pointed out by Knox (11), the information
only for low acceptor concentrations and for times long submerged by the prior averaging over the angular distri-
compared with the most rapid transfer possible; also, the butions can be very significant. As we will show, in special
formula neglects the influence of the intermolecular sepa- arrangements the effect of anisotropic interactions is very
rations (7, 8). One can, of course, introduce a-posteriori pronounced and may be used in gaining insight in the
the effect of a minimal intermolecular distance into Fors- microscopic structure. More generally, the anisotropies
ter's expressions (either analytically [1] or via Monte- lead to changes even in the coefficients of the Rrster-type
Carlo calculations of the true average [5]), but the proce- decays. Corresponding factors for three-dimensional cases
dure is cumbersome. have been previously obtained (9, 12); to our best knowl-
Interestingly, however, one is not bound to use Fo~rster's edge, however, we are the first to determine analytically
procedure of averaging to obtain his decay laws. As the corresponding factors for two-dimensional geometries.
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In the Theory section we derive the basic theoretical dence
expressions using the exact averaging procedures; there we (K2 ) d\6
also specialize our expressions to the two-dimensional w(R) (w.(R)) T RI (3)geometry by considering several orientational arrange-
ments; as will become evident, this problem is richer than Such a simplification is not justified, however, when on the time scale of
its three-dimensional counterpart (see reference 9). In the the transfer, the molecular orientations do not change; here one has to use
Results section we present numerical results for the decay the unaveraged w0(R) form.
laws and cma th ea de yConsider now both donor and acceptors embedded in a solid or in alaws and compare the exact decays with the FoSrster-like membrane. We place the donor at the origin and distribute the acceptors
forms, determining the domains of validity of the latter. on a set of sites Ri. Each site has the probability p of being occupied, so
The paper closes with a summary of conclusions, where we that the distribution of acceptors will be random. Focusing now on a
also make connection to the previous works. particular acceptor configuration K in which the sites Rj are occupied,
K
= jI, we obtain for the decay law of the donor excitation
THEORY 4(K; t) = exp -t wJ(Rj )]=I exp[-twaj(Rj)]. (4)jok jfK
Here we present the ensemble-averaged decay of the excitation of a
donor, surrounded by randomly distributed acceptors. We center mainly Note that the decay given by Eq. 4 is exponential.
on the energy transfer process and note from the start that generally the The quantity of interest experimentally is not 4(K; t), the decay due to
intramolecular (radiative and radiationless) decay channels are transfer a particular acceptor configuration K, but the ensemble average of4(K; t)
independent. Thus, denoting the radiative decay rate by ir' and the over all possible acceptor configurations. Fortunately, the average ofEq. 4
intramolecular decay rate by TrN, the effect of these factors is readily over the spatial coordinates, Rj, as well as over the angular functions, aj,
incorporated in the results that follow by multiplying by exp[-t (ij' + can be performed exactly (7-9). To exemplify the procedure, we focus
Trl )], or setting T` -T + 4N- by exp[-t/TDJ. It suffices then to first on the spatial averaging and perform it for the angularly preaveraged
consider the energy transfer mechanism separately, and to include, interaction w(R). From Eq. 4
whenever necessary, this multiplicative factor.
The rate of energy transfer from the donor to an acceptor molecule KexpR
w, (R), depends on the mutual distance R and, in general, on additional J(K; t) = II exp [-tw(RK)] = II exp [-tmw(Rj)], (5)
factors, which we denote by a. For dipolar interactions, which we will J
consider in the following (other types of interactions are discussed in with i, = 1 if i K and vi = 0 otherwise. The spatial average is now
reference 9), these factors are the orientations of the transition dipoles eD
and eA of the donor and of the acceptor, and the orientation eR = R/R of
the vector R. To a good approximation, one has 4(t) = (c1(K; t) ) = 17 (exp [-tniw(R;)] )
(R) T (R) (1) = JL {I - p + p exp [-tw(Ri)]I. (6)
with Note that Eq. 6 is exact, and that the product extends over all sites i. Eq. 6
has been derived in different ways by several authors; see works cited in
K = eD eA- 3(eD - eR)(eA - eR5) (2) reference 8.
Turning now to the general case, we have to use a continuous
In Eq. 1, d is the distance of nearest possible approach between donor and probability density g(a); thenpg(a)da is the joint probability that a site isoccupied and that the orientations result in a value a0 with a < aO <a +
acceptor, and, as in former works (7-9), we prefer to scale w0(R) with dccpAs a traightforw ension of Eq 6 onehas
respect to d; r-' is then the transfer rate of a nearest-neighbor donor-
acceptor pair whose transition dipoles are oriented parallel to each other
and perpendicular to eR. This notation dispenses with a comparison to the (t) = II {1- p + pE(t; R)I (7)
radiative lifetime, rR; the more usual notation, based on reference 6,
obtains by introducing the Forster radius RP, so that 3 R'/(2 TR) -
d6/r. with
We hasten to add that Eqs. 1 and 2 are only approximations; realistic
transfer rates may have a considerably more complex structure. Also, a E(t; R) = f da g(a) exp- tWa (R)]. (8)
quantum mechanical derivation for Eq. 1 presupposes that, compared
with the energy of the heat bath, the two molecules are very weakly A different derivation of Eq. 7 was presented in reference 9.
coupled (13). Assuming Eq. 1 to hold also at short distances implies that The two exact expressions, Eqs. 6 and 7, will be used in the following to
the vibrational relaxation is very fast on the time scale of the energy determine the decay laws for several two-dimensional models. We
transfer. Fortunately, in most biological applications these conditions are proceed by first making connection to Forster-type expressions.
satisfied (11, 14, 15) so that we will use Eqs. 1 and 2 in the following. For We start with the classical case, Eq. 6. Taking logarithms on both sides
dipolar interactions (but not for higher multipolar or for exchange and expanding in powers of p, p < 1, we have
interactions), the parameter r (or R,, equivalently) may be obtained from
the line shapes of the absorption and emission spectra (13, 14). In ¢(t) = ln {1 - p[ - exp (-tw(R)]J}The transition rate w (R), Eq. 1, depends both on the vector R and on
the orientations of the transition dipoles. If the rotational motion of the c
molecules is very fast compared with the energy transfer, one can simplify =
-E (pk/k) , Ii - exp [-tw (Rj)J }k (9)
the model by first averaging w0(R) with respect to the angular depen- k-I
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which for small concentrations of acceptors (p << 1) may be approximated with
by
f(t) -(IO+3 cos' 0)- (16)
In +(t) -p E7 Il - exp(-tw(R,)]J. (10) Rf (
i
Setting x - ff(t)J"/2 cos a) in Eq. 15 one obtains, using the integral
Note that we can take care of all geometrical constraints by proper repesetaton f te erorfuntio er z 2/r/2) fz exp (_t2)dt, Eq.restrictions on the sum over i. The sum can also be approximated by an representation of the error function, erf z - (2/w' f
integral over the spatial region under consideration. For instance, for an 7.1.1 of reference 16
infinite plane E(t;R)
= (/2) [7r/f(t)]"/2erf[Iff-i . (17)
In +P(t) -2wpp f dRR{I - exp[-tw(R)]}, (11) Apart from the notational difference, this expression is identical to Eq.
2.21 of reference 9. To obtain the Forster-type decay, we have only to
where p is the density of sites in the plane, and thus pp is the planar insert Eq. 17 into Eq. 13 and to perform the integration over the plane.
concentration of acceptors. Introducing now the interaction, Eq. 3, and We may now distinguish several special cases.
performing the integration in Eq. 11, we obtained
+(t) = exp{-Cppd2(t/T)'13'1 (12) Case al
with C being a constant, C = ir r (2/3) (K2 )'/3. Here r (x) denotes the The transition dipole of the donor is perpendicular to the plane of the
Euler gamma function, Eqs. 6.1.1 of Abramovitz and Stegun (16). With molecules. Then cos 4' eD * eR = 0 andf (t) - (d/R)6 (t/r). From Eqs.
(K2))= Y3, and thus C = 3.71629, Eq. 12 is identical to Eq. 13 of Wolber 13 and 17 we obtain
and Hudson (1), obtained using the Forster-limiting process, and also to
Eq. 3.15 of Blumen and Manz (7). The interesting aspect of Eq. 12 is the In +(t) -pp2r RdR
fractional exponent of the time, which here equals 1/3. Such fractional i
exponents appear readily under averaging conditions of the type that we 1/2 2( 13
consider. As discussed in reference 7, generally, the exponent equals Al/s, .[_r/f(t)1 erf [ t]} =C.ppd t/T) (18)
where A is the dimension (here A = 2) and s is the inverse power ofR in with C., being a constant
w(R), here s = 6. We note that extensions of Eq. 12 are now readily
obtainable. First, by remarking that there exists a minimal distance of 2wr
nearest approach, and thus starting the integration in Eq. 11 at a finite Cli = 3 f dxx-5/3 {1-[ /(2x)] erf (x). (19)
distance instead of at 0 (see references 1 and 7); second by going to higher
concentrations and taking additional powers ofp from Eq. 9 into account. Integrating twice by parts we obtainWe will not pursue these approaches here; to determine the domain of
validity of equations like Eq. 12 we compare directly Eqs. 6 and 7, which 2
we evaluated numerically, with the exact decay laws. Cali - dx x-8/3 {x - (i/2) erf (x)
In the following we make repeated use of Eq. 12. This expression 3
contains explicitly, through (K2 ), the preaveraged angular distribution. 2ir
This enables us to compare, for several geometries, Eq. 12 with the = dx x-53[1- exp (-x2)]
Forster-type expressions that follow from Eq. 7, where the orientational 5
dependence is fully included into the decay law. In the same fashion as in 6w
Eqs. 9 to I 1, we obtained from Eq. 7 the Forster-type form
-
yf dx xl/3 exp (-x2)
In +(t) -ppf dR[l - E(tjR)]. (13) 3 , 3wr
= dyy'ex(2/3)=2.55245. (20)
The remainder of this section is devoted to the evaluation of the decay 5dy
laws +t(t), for several orientational arrangements, with w (R) being given This value ma be compared with the preaveraged constant Cai =
by Eq. 1. We found it convenient to rewrite K in terms of the angles K2 )1/3 of Eq. 12. Now, with Eq. 14, and remembering that
cos 4' eD * Re and 8, where 0 is the angle of eA with the local field vector 2 (
Q - eD - 3 (eD * eR) eR. Then, as in reference 9 Co
K2 = 92 eAcos2 )= (1 + 3 cos24) cos2 9. (14) (K2) = COS2 X /3 (21)
The advantage of Eq. 14 is that it depends only on two
angles. Therefore C., - 2.94962 and the relative difference between C., and C., is
C.a /C., 0.86535.
Case a: Transition Dipoles of the Acceptors
Randomly Distributed in Space Case a2
In this case all orientations of eA in space are equally probable; the The transition dipole of the donor lies in the molecular plane. Inserting
integration in Eq. 8 has to be performed in space, so that Eqs. 16 and 17 into Eq. 13 it follows
E(t; R) = (4w)' £( dtp £ d2 sin A exp [-f(t) cos7 a n (t) = p ' d f d
= ('/2) f dO exp [-f(t) cos2 0] sin a (15) * {-1'A [X/f>(t)]Jl/2 erf [ifi]I =-Ca2ppd2(t/T)"3 (22)
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with The constant Cb is evaluated in terms of higher transcendental
functions in the appendix; its value is Cb - 4.02525.
2/ 2 41/3 (23) We can now readily compare this constant with the preaveraged value0a2 = (CAl/21r)JOdA ( l + 3 cos { , Cb = irl(2/3) (K2 ) '13 of Eq. 12. Since all angular orientations in the plane
C., being given by Eq. 19. The integral of Eq. 23 is evaluated in the are equally probable, one has from Eq. 14
Appendix and equals 8.33625. Thus C,2 - 3.38648. In the case under 1 2 2
study, the preaveraged (K2) is given by (K2 ) - (2r)2 Jt j dOd4 (1 + 3 Cos2 4) cos2 - 54. (31)
(K2) =2w I Therefore Cb - 4.58259 and the relative difference between Cb and Cb is8iro o C,/Cbl = 0.87838.
f2 d4(l + 3 cos2 4) cos2 = 5/. (24) Case c: Transition Dipoles of Both Donor
Thus Ca2 = 7rr(3) (K2)"/3 = 4.00325 and Ca2ICa2 = 0.84593. and Acceptors in the Plane; Acceptors
Oriented Parallel to the Donor
Case a3 Under these circumstances we have a perfect orientational order, and the
The directions of the transition dipoles of the donor and of the acceptors disorder is limited to the positions of the acceptors. From Eq. 8 we obtain,
are randomly distributed in space. Under these circumstances, the by noting that g(a) is restricted to a single value
preaveraged (K2 ) equals
E(t; R) = exp [-(t/r) (dlR)6 (1 - 3 COS2 )2], (32)
(K2) - ('A) I d{a sin t £ d42 sin 4' where we used Eqs. I and 2 directly. We insert now Eq. 32 into Eq. 13 and
(1 + 3 (CS2 4) COS2 t = 2/, (25) obtain for the Forster-type decay as in Eq. 12
Therefore C.3 =. r(y3) (K2)1/3 - 3.71629. In +(t) = pp d4' dR R[1 - E(t; R)]
In the same manner, C.3 follows through a slight change in Eq. 23 0
=
-Ccpp d2(t/T)'13 (33)
Ca3 = (Cal/2) f djP(l + 3 c 0)/3 sin 4 with
= Cal .1 dx(1 + 3x2)"3 = Cai 1.23288 = 3.14686. (26) Cc = (/2) r (2/3)f d(l - 3 cos2)2/3
The quotient Ca3/Ca3 equals now Ca3/Ca3 = 0.84678. = (/2) r (2/3) * 6.01925 = 4.07539. (34)
Case b: Transition Dipoles of Both Donor The preaveraged K2 factor corresponding to Eq. 32 is
and Acceptors in the Plane; Acceptors 1 21
Randomly Oriented (K2) = 2f (0 - 3 cos2 41)2 d4,
In this case all planar orientations of eA are equally probable; thus from - - 6(1/3) + 9(3/8) = 19/8 (35)
Eq.8
by observing that (COS24,) = l/ and (cos44,) 3/8. From Eq. 35 one has
E(t; R) f= 2 exp [-f(t) c t]dt2 (27) Cc = wr(y) (K2 )1/3 = 5.67580. Therefore Cc/Cc - 0.71803.2 ro Summarizing these results, we found that for all the orientational
arrangements considered, the approximate Forster-type decays displayed
withf(t) being given by Eq. 16. The integration of Eq. 27 leads to the the same time dependence as in Eq. 12. The geometrical restrictions
modified Bessel function IO(z), Eqs. 9.6.1 of reference 16. Using the imposed affected only the value of the constant C. Such a behavior was
relation co9 = [1 + cos (2t))]/2 and the integral representation of also noticed by Wolber and Hudson (1) for random orientations in space
IO(z) (l/w) ]o dwp exp (-z cos jp), Eq. 9.6.16 of reference 16, it (our Case a3). In Table I we list the constants found, and give both the
follows (static) C values, as well as the angularly preaveraged (dynamical) C
values.
E(t; R) = exp [-f(t)/2] Io [f (t)/2]. (28)
We have now only to insert Eq. 28 into Eq. 13 and to perform the TABLE I
integration over the plane. Through a variable substitution we obtain CONSTANTS ENTERING THEF1 RSTER DECAYLAW, EQ. 12
In 4(t) = -pp f dR R d[I - E(t; R)] Orientations* Cl e C/C
=
-Cbppd2(t/r)'13 (29) Caseal 2.55245 2.94962 0.86535
Case a2 3.38648 4.00325 0.84593
with Case a3 3.14686 3.71629 0.84678
Case b 4.02525 4.58259 0.87838
Cb = 2-l/3 ('/6) Jo d4, (1 + 3 cos24,)/3 Casec 4.07539 5.67580 0.71803
j0,axx (1/[- esIOx)]j. (30) 'rCprevetragd, dynamic; C static.
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Apart from the case of a fixed orientation, where a significantly smaller 0.9 \\ \I
value is found, in general the quotient C/C is around 0.85. We note that \ \ isotropic
in the three-dimensional case the corresponding quotient C/C is 0.84518, \ \
as given by Blumen (9), Eq. 3.25; the value quoted corresponds to
orientational disorder in space. This corroborates nicely with the observa- 0.75 \
tion of Dale et al. (2), who find numerically that the orientational \
preaveraging leads to an uncertainty of <20% in their R. values. In
comparing our results with those in reference 9 we see that the orienta-
tional disorder leads to more interesting special cases for two- rather than 0.5 \
for three-dimensional lattices. Nevertheless, the value C/C is practically
unchanged in going from three to two dimensions. This is atypical because
disorder aspects tend in general to be enhanced if the dimension is lowered 0-2
-(8).
NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section we evaluate numerically the exact decay 0.1 _
laws and compare them with the previously discussed
F6rster-type expressions. We took as an underlying struc-
ture an infinite square lattice of lattice constant d. This
choice has the advantage of simplicity and also allows a 0 \
ready comparison with previous works (7, 8). We only note
that the decay laws for more complex structures may be
calculated along the same lines (7-9).
The numerical procedure amounts to computing the
products, Eqs. 6 and 7, for different values of the concen-
tration p and of the time, t, expressed in units of r, i.e., t/r. 0.000O
The time is varied from (1/10) T to 10%, whereas p varies 101 1 10 102 103 104 I05
between 0.002 and 1. Eqs. 6 and 7 are exact expressions
and ensure a high accuracy of the results as no additional FIGURE 1 Time decay of the donor excitation +(t) due to the direct
numerical averaging is necessary. To stress this point we energy transfer via isotropic dipolar interactions. The acceptors occupy
randomly sites on a square lattice. The curves depend parametrically on p;performed straightforward evaluations not requirng any p is 1.0,0.5,0.2, 0.1,0.05, 0.02,0.01,0.005, and 0.002 from the lower left
stochastic input such as random numbers; no Monte-Carlo corner to the upper right corner. The solid lines are the exact results,
procedure was involved. whereas the dashed curves are the Forster-type approximations. Note the
Our results for different angular orientations are given - In(- In $) vs. ln(t/r) scales.
in Figs. 1-4, in which both the exact decay (Eqs. 6 or 7)
and also the appropriate F6rster-type expression of the given by Eq. 6 and the approximate Forster-type expres-
form exp(-CtI/3) are presented. For the drawings, we sion by Eq. 12. Here, as in all other figures, the exact decay
choose to plot, as in former works (7-9), - ln(- In c1) vs. law is given as a full line, whereas the Forster-type decays
ln(t/r). Apart from the fact that this choice facilitates the are indicated by dashed lines. Evidently, the F6rster-type
comparison of the results, it has the advantage of repre- expressions hold well for small values of p and for times
senting the F6rster-type forms as straight lines, so that longer than r. As discussed in reference 7, the exact decay
decay laws corresponding to different concentrations are is quasi-exponential at short times; also, as may be readily
parallel shifted. As we will see in the following, in some verified from Eq. 6, forp = 1 the exact decay is exponential
cases the decay law for very short times and high concen- for all times. These facts are evident by inspection of Fig. 1.
trations is exponential; such an exponential behavior also The waviness of the curves for intermediate values of p,
appears as a straight line, but with a three times steeper 0.002 < p < 0.2, and for times of the order 1Or are
slope; thus the short-time and the long-time decay regions characteristic of the lattice structure. Comparison with
are readily distinguished. Also our choice of scales allows other multipolar interactions (see reference 7) shows that
us to show 4(t) for a large range of time and concentration here the waviness is less accentuated, a fact due to the
values and to emphasize the decay of the donor in the smoothing, long-range behavior of the dipolar transfer.
domain 90 to 1%, where the measurements are more Thus, the presence of an underlying lattice is felt here
precise than below 1%. through the short-time quasi-exponential decays, which
In Fig. 1 we present the decay for the dynamical case, in stem from the existence of a minimal intermolecular
which donor and acceptors are randomly oriented in space distance d. From the drawing we infer that RFrster-type
and their rotational motion is rapid on the scale of the decays are a good approximation of the true behavior for
energy transfer. This results in the isotropic interactions of p < 0.1 and t 2 lOr.
Eq. 3; this case was discussed by Wolber and Hudson (1) Following our discussion of the previous section, we have
and also by Blumen and Manz (7). The exact decay law is also computed for different orientations of the donor the
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decays due to acceptors randomly oriented in space (see case Eq. 29, the Forster-type form provides a good approxi-
our Cases a, al-a3). The decay laws are very similar to mation of the decay law for longer times (t > r) and low to
Fig. 1 and differ from it mainly through their C values; moderate (p < 0.1 ) acceptor concentrations.
since the C values are listed in Table I, we restrain from We have also evaluated the decays for the case of the
displaying the full decays. donor being oriented along a main diagonal of the square
Let us study the Cases b and c, in which the orientations lattice. The curves are quite similar to the ones displayed in
of the transition dipoles are restricted to the molecular Fig. 2 and will not be given here.
plane. In Fig. 2 we show the decay laws due to acceptors Not to leave the reader under the impression that the
randomly oriented; the direction of the donor is parallel to orientation of the donor is always of little effect, we present
the y-axis. The exact decay is the product over lattice sites, in Figs. 3 and 4, counterexamples. Plotted are the decays
Eqs. 7 and 8 for arrangements in which donor and acceptors are
oriented parallel in the plane. In Fig. 3 all transition dipoles
t)= II [I - p + pE(t; Rj)], (36) are along the y-axis, and in Fig. 4 they all point along a
main diagonal. This is our Case c of the previous section.
Here the Forster-type decays for both Figs. 3 and 4 are
wheresE(t;R)pisgiven byEqs. 16and 28. TheForster-type identical and are given by Eq. 33. The exact decay laws
expression plotted is Eq. 29. Again, as in Fig. 1 there are follow from the infinite product, Eq. 7, with E(t; R) being
deviations from the Forster approximation for high con- given by Eq. 32. As is evident, the exact decays of Figs. 3
centrations and at short times. Distinct from Fig 1, the and 4 are considerably different; the difference lies in the
short-time high-concentration decay forms are nonexpo short-time behavior and in the wavy pattern of the decay at
nential; this is due to the nonexponential form of E(t; R), moderate times. The short-time decay is here, as in Fig. 1,
and has its physical roots in the orientational disorder We quasi-exponential, due to the lack of orientational disorder
have encountered a similar situation in reference 9 for the and exemplified by the exponential form of Eq. 32. Thus,
three-dimensional anisotropic decays. As in the previous the difference in the short-time decay rates of Figs. 3 and 4
is due to the differences in the values of (1-3 cos2 0)2 for
0.9 | the two arrangements consi er. As in te previous cases,Id Ol2131415000l\1\ 1\ X \ ncl0.5 ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~30.25 ~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~0.5
0.1
0.01-\
0.000 ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~001
t/1
~~~~~~~~0.0001'
FIGURE 2 Time decay of the donor excitation 4(t) due to anisotropic 101 1 10 1o2 103lo, 105
dipolar interactions. The acceptors occupy randomly sites on a square t
lattice, and their dipole moments are randomly oriented in the plane. The
orientation of the donor dipole moment is along the y-axis. The values of FIGURE 3 Time decay of the donor excitation +(t). The same situatio
the parameter p and the meaning of the solid and dashed curves are as in as in Fig. 2 except that both donor and acceptors are oriented along th
Fig. 1. y-axis.
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0.9 I I to work directly with the exact decay law, Eq. 7, and not to
* ts \ \ 't\\ \porollet(Tt/ revert to Monte-Carlo calculations (5); as discussed for the
field of luminescence quenching in amorphous materials
0.75 (17, 18), such time-consuming averaging calculations may
be avoided by using the analytically averaged forms, Eq. 7.
For all the models considered here, the F6rster-type decays
showed the same qualitative form. They were exponents of
0.5 broken powers of the time (1, 7). The basic quantitative
\\\ \'\\ \ \\ \ difference between the models (see Table I) was that the
\as\ \ '\ \< \ \energy transfer became more effective if the geometric
constraints forced the orientations to become more regular.
The probability of the deexcitation of the donor grew by a
factor of 2 in going from Case al to Case c. We conclude,
0.1 \ as also pointed out in references 7 and 8, that a good
knowledge of the microscopic rates allows one to use the
measured luminescence decay to gain information on the
underlying geometric order.
0.01 _ ~' ~ \ \ N << Here weAPPENDIX
\Here we present the evaluation of integrals used in the main text.
Consider first
0.0001 \\ \ \|J- (1 + 3 cos2^V)'13di,L', (Al)
1-1 1 o 102 103 104 10 -f3(
UT which appears in Eqs. 23 and 30. Inserting cos2# =_ l. (1 + cos 2O) and
making use of Eq. 3.664.1 of Gradshteyn and Ryzhik (19) one has
FIGURE 4 Time decay of the donor excitation +I(t). The same situation
as in Fig. 2 except that both donor and acceptors are oriented along a Jl - 22/3 |r(5 + 3 cos (p) /3 dp 24/3 Ir PI/3 0/4), (A2)
main diagonal of the square lattice. o
where P,(z) is the Legendre function. Eq. A2 gives J, in terms of a known
wefind that the agreement between the exact forms and analytical function. To evaluate it we start from the definition of P, (z) inwe fdrthatype aysemn bet egood for msand terms of the hypergeometric function, Eq. 8.1.2 of reference 16, and use
the Forster-type decays is quite good for t 2 1OT and p < the corresponding series expansion, Eq. 15.1.1 of the same reference
0.1.
J= 24/3irF(- /3; 4/3; 1; -'A)
CONCLUSIONS - 24/37r[r(-'/3)r(4/3)] -I
Here we have studied the direct energy transfer to accept- n-O
ors randomly distributed on the plane, and paid special r(n - 1/3)r(n + 4/3)(n!)Y2(- 'A)". (A3)
attention to differences in the decay law, which are due to
ateantiontro oifferen thedp eraction; we als consi Eq. A3 is an alternating, rapidly converging series. Using it we obtainthe anisotropy of the dipolar interaction; we also consid- J, - 8.33625.
ered a series of different arrangements for the orientations The second integral to be considered is
of the transition dipole moments of donor and acceptors.
The major result to emerge is that the Forster-type f2 dxx-43[1-e[ Io(x), (A4)formulas, Eq. 12 and the related expressions, provided a 0
good description of the transfer laws for moderate and long which appears in Eq. 30. Here, as in Eq. 30 I0(x) is the modified Bessel
times (t > lOr), and for acceptor concentrations up to 10% function of zero order, whose integral representation is I0(x) = I/ir j0
(p = 0.1). Only for fairly stiff geometrical constraints, as exp (-x cos p) dp. From this expression J2 follows through an integration
obtained when the orientations of the dipoles were by parts
restricted to one direction, did the lattice structure show up
in the exact decay laws; this feature was absent from the /2 -3x-'13[1 - exIo(x)c
F6rster-type decays. At higher acceptor concentrations o
(p > 0.2), the quality of the Forster-type forms became
_
rapidly poorer, partly because the major part of the decay + (3/nr) J4 dx X-1/3 J0 d9(1 + cos p)
shifted to lower times (t < lOr), which were not covered by *ep[xl+css).(5
these forms, and also because in this region the influenceof.ep[-(+co A)
the lattice structure grew. In this case we found it advisable The first term on the right side of Eq. A5 vanishes, and the substitution
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y - x( I + cosp) leads to
J2= (3/ir) F (2/3)f (1 + cosw)1/3dp. (A6)
The angular integration proceeds as follows
(1 + cos )'/3d-p=. (1 + cos 20)'3d0
- 24/3 f/2 cos2/3OdO
24/32-3[F( /6)J2/P(5/3) (A7)
where in the last line Eqs. 3.621.1 and 8.384 of reference 19 were inserted.
Collecting terms we find for J2
J2= (9/r)[r(Q/6)]2 = 3.65020. (A8)
From J, and J2 one obtains for Cb in Eq. 30 Cb = 4.02525.
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Note Added in Proof: We recently became aware of reference 20,
which obtained the results for the two- (our Case a3) and one-dimensional
problems in the continuum limit (9, 20).
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